
Name_____________________________________________ date________________________

My Favorite Color

I don’t want my crayon to quit: 

I need him to: 



Name________________________________ date_________________
Trace and color the different crayons according to its color name.
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Duncan’s Crayons



Name________________________________________________ date_______________________________
Write and draw the events from the story The Day the Crayons Quit in sequence order.

__________________
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Dear ______________      ,

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Sincerely,

_____________



Name_____________________________________________________________  date___________________________
Describe each color and also include what you color or draw with it.

gray red

green beige



black purple

yellow orange

Name_____________________________________________________________  date___________________________
Describe each color and also include what you color or draw with it.



white blue

pink

Name_____________________________________________________________  date___________________________
Describe each color and also include what you color or draw with it.

peach



Name_________________________________________ date________________________

Compare and contrast 2 crayons from the book The Day the Crayons Quit.



Name__________________________________________________ date______________________________________
Create a graph over your classmates favorite colors.

Favorite Color

red               purple beige              gray              white black green yellow orange blue             pink peach
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Name__________________________________________________ date_____________________________
Write how each crayon felt in the book The Day the Crayons Quit and your text evidence

Crayon     How did they feel at the beginning?                    Text Evidence

red

purple

beige

gray

white

black



green

yellow

orange

blue

pink

peach

Name__________________________________________________ date_____________________________
Write how each crayon felt in the book The Day the Crayons Quit and your text evidence

Crayon     How did they feel at the beginning?                    Text Evidence



No fair!

Name________________________

The Day the Crayons
Quit red

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did Duncan color with this crayon?

1



beige

3

purple

2

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did Duncan color with this crayon?What did Duncan color with this crayon?



white

5

gray

4

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did Duncan color with this crayon?What did Duncan color with this crayon?



green

7

black

6

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did Duncan color with this crayon?What did Duncan color with this crayon?



orange

9

yellow

8

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?What was the crayon’s 

complaint?
What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did Duncan color with this crayon?What did Duncan color with this crayon?



pink

11

blue

10

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?What was the crayon’s 

complaint?
What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did Duncan color with this crayon?What did Duncan color with this crayon?



13

peach

12

Create a drawing using all of Duncan’s 
crayons.

What was the crayon’s 
complaint?

What did the crayon 
want Duncan to do to 
solve the problem?

What did Duncan color with this crayon?



Name_____________________________________ date____________________
Imagine you are one of Duncan’s crayons. Color the crayon you would be and 
write a letter to Duncan about how you feel.



Name________________________________ date_________________
Write causes and effects from the story The Day the Crayons Quit.

Cause-why something happened Effect-what happened


